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Chapter 551: His Wife Is Extremely Dashing (8) 

However, as soon as she moved, she felt Bo Junyan’s cold gaze above her head. She immediately dared 

not move. 

“We’ll go up first.” Bo Junyan looked at Meng Yueman. 

“Let Ling Wei go with you and take a look.” 

“No need, I’ll do it.” 

Meng Yueman was about to say something when she suddenly realized that her son was a doctor, and a 

top-notch one. 

“Alright, you guys go up first, then.” Meng Yueman saw that her son was in a hurry to go up, so she did 

not ask further about the matter. 

Not long after Bo Junyan carried Mu Huan up, Huo Yuqi returned. 

“Why did you come back?” Meng Yueman looked at her. 

Why did she come back at this time today? 

“Is my cousin and sister-in-law back?” Huo Yuqi asked. 

“Yes. He said that Xiao Huan got injured.” 

“As expected, she’s injured! I knew it’s impossible for her to not be injured after falling from such a great 

height!” Huo Yuqi, who had been transferred to the finance faculty, was no longer in the same class as 

Mu Huan. She did not go on the trip to the suburbs today. She only found out about Mu Huan’s rescue 

after she saw her classmates watching the video in class. 

She then heard that the school’s female dormitory had been cordoned off for some unknown reason 

and that all the students had been cleared out. Just now, when they had let the students back in, she 

thought that her cousin must have come to the school to take Mu Huan away. Hence, she quickly ran 

back to check if Mu Huan was seriously injured. 

“What do you mean she fell from such a great height?” Meng Yueman frowned. 

“How’s Sister-in-law’s injury?” Huo Yuqi asked anxiously instead of answering. 

“It doesn’t look like anything. Your cousin just brought her upstairs.” 

“I’ll go up and take a look!” Huo Yuqi said. She was about to walk up, but Meng Yueman stopped her. 

“Your cousin is treating your sister-in-law’s injury. If you go up, your cousin will be angry.” 

Even as his mother, she did not dare to follow him. 

Huo Yuqi agreed. 

“Why did you say she fell from such a high place?” Meng Yueman asked again. 



“It’s like this…” Huo Yuqi took out her phone and clicked on the video to show Meng Yueman. 

Ling Wei also looked over. 

The video did not last long. It only took a few minutes to finish. 

“Was the person in the video just now your sister-in-law?” Meng Yueman was not familiar with Mu 

Huan and did not see a clear picture of the person in the video. Furthermore, the person in the video 

was not very clear to see due to the distance. Although she looked like Mu Huan on the side, she was 

still unsure. 

“Yes! Today, my sister-in-law went out on a field trip with her class. When she saw this little girl fall into 

the water, she jumped down to save her. Many of her classmates saw her.” 

After Meng Yueman heard that, she clicked on the video again. The rapid river, especially the waterfall 

in front, was really scary. 

Last night, her father had called her and told her not to think that Mu Huan was not bad just because 

she had saved Huo Yuqi twice. He told her that Mu Huan had saved Huo Yuqi because she wanted to 

please them. This wasn’t good. This was called scheming! 

She thought about it and felt that what her father said was possible. Hence, she thought that the quality 

of this daughter-in-law still needed to be verified. 

However, after watching the video today, she felt that there was no need to test her quality. This child 

was really kind and brave. The boys did not dare to jump into such a rapid river to save the child, but she 

jumped without hesitation! 

This child had nothing to do with her. She had nothing to do with the Bo family, yet Mu Huan was willing 

to risk her life to save her. 

No matter what, just based on this point alone, Mu Huan’s quality was not a problem at all. She was 

great! 
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Meng Yueman felt that there was no perfect person in this world. Everyone had all sorts of 

shortcomings. But as long as there was a quality like kindness in them, this person was fine. 

Ling Wei looked at Meng Yueman’s expression. Without needing her to say anything, she knew what she 

was thinking. She did not speak, but her eyes darkened. 

Mu Huan was really surprising. She had repeatedly exceeded Ling Wei’s expectations. 

“Auntie, isn’t my sister-in-law super dashing? The last time she saved me, she was super chivalrous too!” 

Huo Yuqi clicked on the video again to watch Mu Huan jump. Although she jumped very quickly, she still 

looked as handsome as ever! 

Hearing her words, Meng Yueman and Ling Wei looked over at the same time. 

They were all surprised knowing how much Huo Yuqi idolized and liked Ling Wei. Everyone knew that 

she had always been a willful girl who, apart from Bo Junyan, only listened to Ling Wei. 



She didn’t like anyone else, but now, she was speaking in such an admiring tone. 

Huo Yuqi sensed their strange gazes and quickly turned off her phone. “I wanted to repay her for saving 

me last time. Since she’s fine, I’ll go back to school to continue class!” 

With that, she ran out. 

Meng Yueman looked at her retreating figure and said with a smile, “This Mu Huan is rather charming. 

The person who made Yuqi, who is so obsessed with you, who’s a person who idolized you and who 

hated her and wanted to chase her away, has now become fond of her and is worshipping her.” 

“That’s right.” Then, Ling Wei smiled sadly. “There’s really nothing irreplaceable.” 

The people who’d liked her since she was young had also started to like Mu Huan. 

Hearing the loneliness in her tone, Meng Yueman held her hand with a smile. “Yes, there’s nothing in 

this world that can’t be replaced. When he was young, his parents were everything to my child. But 

when he grew up, look, Junyan doesn’t even want to talk to me!” 

“Junyan has never liked to talk since he was young,” Ling Wei said with a smile. 

“That’s true…” 

Upstairs… 

After he’d removed the powder and saw the injury on Mu Huan’s back, Bo Junyan’s expression turned 

even colder. “From tomorrow onwards, I’ll send two people to follow you.” 

Mu Huan immediately sat up. “I don’t want a husband! I’ll definitely be behaved and obedient from now 

on!” 

Bo Junyan sneered, not believing that she would be obedient. 

“Hubby, I only jumped because I was confident I could do it! You know that I’m very familiar with Yun 

Cheng! I’ve caught fish countless times in that waterfall when I was young, and I know how high and 

deep it is! Furthermore, I’m the representative who participated in the provincial sports meet, and I won 

the swimming championship! Say, with my ability, can I just watch the child get into trouble and not 

save her? A doctor must be concerned about her patients. You were once a doctor, right?!” 

Bo Junyan kept silent. 

“Hubby, I’m a real person! I really cherish my life! I’ll never do anything that I’m not confident of! Say, I 

have such a good husband like you, and my granny is waiting for me to take care of her. I won’t lose my 

life for anyone else!” Mu Huan was a kind-hearted person, but she would only do things that she was 

confident in. She would never do things that could hurt her or make her lose her life. 

She still had Granny to take care of. She wasn’t such a great person. 

No matter what, her life was the most important! 

Bo Junyan believed her words. She was someone who cherished her life. 

But it wasn’t just about life! He didn’t want to allow her to get hurt! 
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“I’ll get someone to follow you from now on. If something like this happens again, just let them do it.” 

His wife was kind and he did not want to change that. In the future, he could just arrange for someone 

to do in her stead what she wanted to do. 

Mu Huan: “…” 

After a while… 

“Come now, it’s not convenient for you to send people to follow me. It’d be like I’m a prisoner. Besides, 

there are some things that can’t be fixed even if someone were to follow me. For example, during the 

previous lab incident, the person you’d have arranged couldn’t possibly have followed me inside the 

classroom, right?” 

“I’ll arrange for two women around your age to be in your class.” 

Mu Huan: “…!!!” 

This could happen! 

In the end… 

Mu Huan threw herself into Bo Junyan’s embrace. “Hubby… please don’t. Don’t let anyone follow me. I 

don’t like people following me.” 

Bo Junyan remained silent, and his attitude showed that he was unmoved. 

No matter what, Mu Huan would never allow anyone to follow her. She didn’t want to have no privacy 

at all. Hence, she said, “If you force someone to follow me, I’ll develop a rebellious mentality. The more 

you don’t want me to do anything, the more I’ll secretly do something. But if you don’t make anyone 

follow me, I can guarantee that I won’t do anything to hurt you in the future!” 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

Suddenly, Mu Huan cupped his face with both hands. “Hubby, look at me. Look at my sincere eyes! I’m 

telling the truth! I mean what I say!” 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

“Hubby… Hubby…” Mu Huan tried her best to coax him, but in the end, Bo Junyan finally agreed to not 

send anyone to follow her. 

“You’re making me so thirsty. Get me a cup of water…” Mu Huan was getting more and more used to 

ordering Bo Junyan around. 

Bo Junyan glanced at her and, without a word, got up to pour her some water. 

After drinking a cup of water, Mu Huan felt much more comfortable. She smiled brightly at Bo Junyan 

and said, “Thank you, Hubby!” 

Bo Junyan shot her a cold glance before taking the cup and placing it on the table. 



“Hubby, don’t be angry anymore. You should be happy to have such a great wife! Look at me, see how 

capable I am!” Mu Huan hugged him and continued to act coquettishly. 

With an icy husband, she had to act coquettishly and melt him with passion! 

“You can be more capable,” Bo Junyan said coldly. 

“I can really do better!” Mu Huan’s face was full of confidence! 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

“Hubby, what’s with your expression? Don’t you like how capable I am?” 

“No.” 

Mu Huan: “…” 

“Everyone likes their own wives. How can you not like me?!” 

“I like it when you go to school obediently. After school, you can go home obediently, act cute, act 

coquettish, act shamelessly, play games, and get addicted to anything. But you can’t do such dangerous 

things!” In the past, Bo Junyan only wanted an obedient wife. 

Later on, when she became comfortable, she unleashed her personality more freely. Now, he could only 

ask her not to do anything dangerous. 

“Hubby, you love me too much. You care about me too much and like me too much. That’s why you 

can’t bear to see me hurt and dislike me doing these things, right?” 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

“Hubby, I love you…” Mu Huan said as she kissed him. 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

This little girl was really… 

She made one unable to get angry. 

Just as he was about to deepen the kiss… 

There was a knock on the door. 

“Junyan…” 

It was Meng Yueman’s voice. 

Mu Huan quickly pushed Bo Junyan away. 

Bo Junyan: “…” 
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“Hurry up and open the door. Mom is here,” Mu Huan said as she kicked Bo Junyan. 



Bo Junyan: “…” 

Soft, timid, obedient? 

He must have been blind in the past. 

After he opened the door, Meng Yueman walked in with a bowl of ginseng soup. 

“How’s Xiao Huan’s injury?” 

Mu Huan didn’t wait for Bo Junyan to say anything. 

She immediately replied, “It’s nothing, it’s nothing! It’s not a problem at all!” 

“How could you be fine after falling from such a great height?” Meng Yueman handed the bowl of 

ginseng soup to Mu Huan as she spoke. “Here, drink this bowl of ginseng soup to nourish your body.” 

“Thank you, Mom.” Mu Huan took it and gulped it down. 

Meng Yueman really liked watching Mu Huan eat. Every time she saw her eating, she couldn’t help but 

want to eat more. 

When she was done, Meng Yueman looked at her son. “How are her injuries?” 

Bo Junyan said, “It’s just a superficial wound. It’s fine.” 

“That’s good. You guys continue. I’ll be leaving now.” Meng Yueman then turned around and left. 

Since her daughter-in-law was injured, she should come up to show her concern. However, she would 

not continue to stay here and disturb the two of them. 

After she left… 

Mu Huan looked at Bo Junyan and said, “You saw that my injury is fine. You can go to work! I’ll be fine 

after a nap!” 

Bo Junyan sneered and said nothing. 

Mu Huan: “…” 

Didn’t you say you were done being angry? Why are you sneering again?! 

“Don’t you want to sleep? Go to sleep.” 

“I…” Mu Huan wanted to say something, but when she thought about how wrong it was to say it now, 

she decided to just go to sleep! 

Mu Huan had always been fast to fall asleep. Hence, she turned around and was soon sleeping. 

Bo Junyan watched until he saw her roll over. 

“…” 

His wife was really good at eating and sleeping. 



After Mu Huan fell asleep, Bo Junyan went to his desk to deal with documents. 

He knew that her injury was fine. 

But even so, when she was injured, he still wanted to protect her. 

Mu Huan slept all the way until it was time to eat lunch. Because she was always starving when it was 

lunchtime, she woke up from her hunger. 

As though he knew she was about to wake up, he looked over at her when she opened her eyes. “Do 

you want to go down and eat, or do you want to get someone to send food to our room so you can 

continue sleeping after you’ve eaten?” 

Mu Huan wanted to get someone to send the food to the room, but she recalled that she had told her 

mother-in-law that she was fine. If she didn’t go down for lunch, it would seem like she was seriously 

injured. “I’ll go down and eat.” 

Mu Huan was about to get off the bed when Bo Junyan walked over and picked her up. 

“Hubby, you’ll cripple me like this…” Her legs were about to atrophy as she rarely used them to walk 

when being carried by him. 

“It’s best if you become crippled. Just be good and stay in my embrace,” Bo Junyan said as he lowered 

his head. 

Mu Huan: “…” 

It seemed that her husband really liked the delicate and gentle her. 

Her cute appearance was too misleading… 

When Bo Junyan carried Mu Huan to the dining room, Meng Yueman, Huo Yuqi, and Ling Wei were 

already waiting. 

After Meng Yueman returned, Huo Yuqi and Ling Wei always ate with her. Apart from going to the villa 

next door at night, they were all basically living together. 

After confirming that Bo Junyan liked her, Mu Huan was the one who had the upper hand against Ling 

Wei. Hence, Mu Huan didn’t find the sight of Ling Wei to be too much of an eyesore. Instead, she felt 

that if Ling Wei wanted to see her and her husband flaunting their love, she’d let her see enough! 

When Huo Li saw Bo Junyan carrying Mu Huan down without regard for his image, he could not help but 

ask, “What’s wrong? Are you crippled? You even have to be carried down.” 
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Bo Junyan shot him a look, and Huo Li, who was about to say something more, immediately stopped 

talking. 

“Huo Li, why are you talking to your sister-in-law like that?” Meng Yueman looked at Huo Li. 

“I have something on and need to go out for a while. Please take your time to eat!” Huo Li said as he 

stood up and left. 



After he left… 

Meng Yueman looked at Mu Huan and said, “The two of them have been spoiled. Don’t stoop to their 

level.” 

Huo Yuqi: “…” 

Was she being shot in the back? 

Mu Huan nodded. “Okay.” 

Mu Huan, who was bare-faced, had her black, straight, and smooth hair hanging on both sides of her 

face demurely. Her small oval-shaped face and big eyes made her look like an obedient and well-

behaved student. Anyone who saw her like this would find her docile and want to dote on her. 

Hence, looking at her like this… 

Meng Yueman: “Good girl.” 

Mu Huan: “…” 

When they were almost done with their meal, the butler came in. 

“Sir, Elder Dong is here to visit.” 

Bo Junyan looked at Mu Huan and said, “Continue eating.” 

“Uh-huh.” Mu Huan nodded repeatedly. 

“Is it Dong Xuezhen?” Meng Yueman asked. 

“Yes.” 

“I wanted to see him tomorrow, but he’s just in time,” Meng Yueman said as she wiped her mouth and 

stood up. 

“What’s the matter?” 

“Don’t you need his land for the project you’re working on right now? I want to talk to him about it.” Mr. 

Bo was no longer concerned with the company’s affairs, but he would still ask about bigger projects. 

The project that the company was working on now would cost more than two billion, so Mr. Bo knew 

that the plot of land was not for sale. 

He knew that Meng Yueman knew as well. 

Bo Junyan was on good terms with the Dong family, so his parents were on good terms with the Dong 

family. Meng Yueman had intended to make a trip to the Dong family home tomorrow, but now that he 

was here, she decided to talk to him about it. 

Bo Junyan did not say anything else and got up to leave. 

Meng Yueman followed behind him. 

Not long after she left, Ling Wei left, and Huo Yuqi left as well. 



Only Mu Huan was still busy eating. 

The Ling family had business dealings with the Dong family, and they were very close. Hence, Ling Wei 

did not leave the house. Instead, she went to the living room with Meng Yueman to convince Dong 

Xuezhen to sell the land. 

But… 

Dong Xuezhen did not come because he had heard that Meng Yueman had returned. He was not here to 

visit Meng Yueman. He was here to look for Mu Huan. 

“Are you saying that the child Xiao Huan saved is your granddaughter?” Meng Yueman had spent most 

of her time overseas and had never seen a junior from the Dong family. 

“Yes. Today, my granddaughter’s school organized an outing. That child was accidentally pushed down!” 

said Dong Xuezhen. He then added, “Yueman, you’re really lucky to have such a good son. Because he’s 

so capable, he managed to give you such a good daughter-in-law!” 

This old man doted on the children of his family every generation, and this young lady was Old Master 

Dong’s first granddaughter. He’d always treated her very preciously, and he was ever afraid of losing 

her. Mu Huan had saved his granddaughter’s life, so naturally, even though he had not met Mu Huan 

yet, he still felt that Mu Huan was the best! 

After his granddaughter was sent home, Dong Xuezhen sent someone to find out who the person who 

had saved his granddaughter was. As she was a part of a class trip, many people knew about Mu Huan’s 

identity. Furthermore, Dong Xuezhen’s son had attended Gu Chenyi’s engagement party a while ago. 

Through Mu Huan’s photo at school, he recognized that she was Bo Junyan’s wife. 

Upon learning that she was the Bo family’s daughter-in-law, Dong Xuezhen immediately got someone to 

prepare a substantial gift for her. 
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No one disliked being praised. Meng Yueman was no exception. When she heard Dong Xuezhen 

complimenting her, she was in a good mood. “My son has had good taste since he was young.” 

“He really has good taste!” Dong Xuezhen said. “I wonder how your daughter-in-law is doing now? I 

heard that she’s injured. Is her injury serious?” 

“It’s just a superficial wound. It’s nothing serious,” Meng Yueman said as she looked at Bo Junyan. “Go 

bring Xiao Huan over.” 

“Okay.” Bo Junyan stood up and walked toward the dining room. 

Meng Yueman had wanted to talk to Dong Xuezhen about the plot of land, but now, she found it difficult 

to speak. Mu Huan had saved the granddaughter of the Dong family, and the fact that he came to talk to 

her now was like a gesture of gratitude. 

Ling Wei had thought of this as well, so she no longer had anything to discuss with Meng Yueman and 

Dong Xuezhen. 



At the dining room… 

Mu Huan put down her chopsticks and was about to stand up when she saw Bo Junyan coming in. 

“Are you done with the discussion so soon?” Or did he feel that she was almost done with her food so 

he came back to carry her back to her room? 

“He’s here to see you.” 

“Me? Why is he looking for me?” Mu Huan didn’t know anyone by the name of Dong Xuezhen. Hence, 

she couldn’t figure out why he was looking for her. However, she quickly recalled that there was a rich 

man with the surname “Dong” in one of the missions she had completed. Instantly… 

What the f*ck! Could it be that the second-generation heir’s father had found out her identity and 

looked for her? 

This… 

Just when she was feeling a little flustered… 

“The girl you saved is Dong Xuezhen’s granddaughter. He’s here to thank you.” 

Mu Huan let out a sigh of relief when she heard this. So it wasn’t her fault. 

“What were you afraid of just now?” 

“I once bullied someone with the surname Dong. I thought it was his father who came to settle scores 

with me.” Mu Huan was telling the truth. 

In that mission, she had tortured that Dong guy terribly! 

Bo Junyan: “…” 

Bo Junyan brought Mu Huan to the living room. 

After a round of thanks and praise, Dong Xuezhen looked at Mu Huan and couldn’t help but say, “I can’t 

believe that such a small person like you would have the courage to jump down.” 

He had watched the video, but the camera was too far away to record the events clearly, and her face 

was not visible. Hence, when he saw Mu Huan’s petite and delicate frame, he could not help but sigh. 

He did not know where she got the courage to jump down so fearlessly. 

“I’m good at swimming.” Mu Huan smiled awkwardly. 

He was once again impressed by her looks. 

“I’ve heard that you were once the champion of the provincial high school sports meet.” 

The sports event that Mu Huan attended in high school was rather popular, especially after she was able 

to qualify for the Olympics with her speed during the championship. Hence, there were many media 

outlets that reported about it. As long as they investigated Mu Huan, they would be able to find out. 

“That’s why it’s nothing much. You don’t have to stand on ceremony,” Mu Huan said. 



“It’s a piece of cake for you, but for our family, you’ve saved our lives!” Dong Xuezhen was a very kind 

person. She had saved his granddaughter, which to him meant that she had saved his life. 

“From now on, you can come to our family when you need something, no matter what it is!” 

“Is anything really fine?” Mu Huan’s eyes lit up. 

“Yes!” 

“Then can you sell that piece of land to my husband?” 

Instantly, everyone in the room looked toward Mu Huan. 

Like Meng Yueman had thought earlier, even though Mu Huan had saved the Dong family’s life, that 

didn’t mean they could let anyone buy their land. This was because the grandfather had said that he 

wouldn’t sell it because he had memories with his wife in that place. 

If someone were to ask them to sell their land in exchange for saving their lives, saying that that would 

be a way for them to repay the kindness… 
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The smile on Dong Xuezhen’s face disappeared. He did not expect her to make such a request. 

He didn’t want to sell the land, but he had just said that Mu Huan could approach the Dong family if she 

ever needed anything. She had saved what amounted to his life, so if he didn’t sell the land she wanted 

him to sell, then he would be too ungrateful. 

However, that place was his home. It had memories of him and his wife to sustain him for the rest of his 

life. No matter what, he didn’t want it to disappear. He didn’t want her to disappear again. It felt like if it 

disappeared, there would be no more trace of his wife left in this world. It would be as if she had never 

existed, as if the past was just a dream. 

Furthermore, his family had a history of Alzheimer’s. This illness had a high chance of being inherited. 

Now, his memory was no longer as good as before. If he didn’t have memories of the old house, he was 

afraid that one day, he would forget his wife. 

Even if everyone in this world could forget her, only he couldn’t. 

If he could sell the land, he would have sold it long ago given his relationship with the Bo family. 

But if he didn’t sell it now, this… 

If he sold it, he… 

Meng Yueman frowned when she saw Dong Xuezhen’s face becoming increasingly sullen. Although it 

would be a huge loss if they couldn’t buy this piece of land, losing a few hundred million wouldn’t 

damage the relationship between the two families. She couldn’t let anyone know that the Bo family was 

blackmailing him. 

Just as she was about to say something… 

She could only hear the following. 



Mu Huan continued, “Uncle Dong, I know that you don’t want to sell the land because it belongs to you 

and your wife.” 

Mu Huan had never been a person who would blackmail others into repaying their kindness. She could 

understand the old man’s desire to keep his memories. Hence, she would not force him to sell his land 

to repay her kindness. However, she would not let her husband lose so much either. This would not do. 

If that did not work, then she would make peace! 

Not only did she want Elder Dong to keep his memories, but she also wanted her husband to 

successfully develop this piece of land! 

“Yes, that’s where we’ve lived all our lives. When I came back, I wanted to continue living there. If it 

weren’t for the fact that I really couldn’t sell it, I would have sold it to Junyan long ago.” Mu Huan had 

saved their lives, so she had raised this condition. If he didn’t sell it, it wouldn’t make sense. However, 

Dong Xuezhen really didn’t want to sell it. Hence, when he spoke, he looked reluctant. 

He hoped that Mu Huan could make another request. 

“Uncle Dong still wants to stay there, so you can just continue living there! Uncle Dong just needs to 

keep your family’s home and courtyard and sell the rest to my husband!” 

The Dong family was a well-known family in Yun Cheng. Apart from the old house of the Dong family, 

the land of the Dong family included horse farms, gardens, theaters, and many other facilities. The total 

area was over a hundred acres. 

“This…” Dong Xuezheng really didn’t know what to say. This was because Bao Junyan wanted to develop 

a commercial center and a residential area. If their family’s home got surrounded by skyscrapers and 

bustling commercial centers, how was he going to live in such an old house? 

“Uncle Dong, are you afraid that the surroundings will be filled with skyscrapers to block the sunlight?” 

“Yes.” 

“Look at this map…” Mu Huan said as she took out a map of Yun Cheng. 

“Uncle Dong, do you see the old temple here?” Bo Junyan had gone in to call Mu Huan, but she came 

out only after a while. It was because Mu Huan had prepared some things, including this map. 

“Yes.” Dong Xuezheng did not know why she suddenly asked him to look at the map and the temple. 

However, he still nodded when she asked him about it. 
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“This old temple is very efficacious. It’s the best temple in Yun Cheng. Junyan wants to use this place to 

develop an antique street. By then, your house will be surrounded by antique buildings like yours. If you 

want to stay in your home, it won’t be a problem because there won’t be high-rise buildings blocking 

the sunlight in front of your house. Of course, though, this is to be a commercial street. When you wake 

up, there will be a lot of people around every holiday. It’ll be a mess. It won’t be as peaceful as it used to 

be. 



“Hence, I feel that you can actually transform your house into a love museum and then open it to the 

public. This way, not only will you be able to preserve your memories with your wife, but you will also…” 

When Bo Junyan pointed at the map that night, Mu Huan had instinctively studied the piece of land on 

the map and saw that there was an old temple in the place where the land was located. 

As religious land could not be sold, she knew that even if Bo Junyan bought all the land in the vicinity, he 

would still have to steer clear of the temple. 

Besides, although Mu Huan didn’t know who Dong Xuezhen was, she had an impression of the old Dong 

family. The old residence’s surroundings were exquisite and extravagant, and it was a pity to tear it 

down. 

Furthermore, Yun Cheng was a tourist city with mountains and rivers. Hence, she had asked Bo Junyan if 

an antique street concept would work. 

After he thought for a while and said that it would work, Mu Huan finally dared to say that. 

This way, not only would Elder Dong be able to keep his family’s memories, but it would also not delay 

her husband’s development of this place. 

However, she also thought that with Elder Dong’s status, he would definitely be a quiet and private 

person who valued privacy. If he were to live on the commercial streets, he would definitely feel that 

the place was noisy and messy. If he didn’t want to live here, then even if the surroundings were all 

antique buildings, it wouldn’t seem out of place. There wouldn’t be any skyscrapers blocking his house’s 

sunlight, so he shouldn’t be unwilling to sell the land. 

Hence, she asked Bo Junyan about the general situation of the Dong family. The old man and his wife’s 

temperament were roughly known. 

She thought about the newly-opened Museum of the Brokenhearted, which had become rather popular. 

She thought that he could also turn his family home into a love museum. 

Although most people didn’t want their home to become a public place, she felt that Elder Dong might 

be willing to do so. Furthermore, the key was how she was going to convince him. 

“Love museum?” Dong Xuezhen frowned. He knew about such a museum, but what was it exactly? 

“Your wife was the first-generation Best Actress. You’re so handsome, she’s so beautiful, and you’re 

both so infatuated. Your relationship with your wife is the most beautiful kind of love life that many 

people yearn for! 

“This street will have the temple of the Moon that must be built along a street dedicated to love 

seekers. If you are willing to transform your home into a love museum, we can build some wishing wells 

and wishing trees around the place. When the tourists come over and see your and your wife’s life, they 

will definitely yearn for it and want your blessings. This will increase your family’s spiritual energy and 

make you flourish! 

“You can move in and keep your old house to reminisce about your wife. That was a short period of 

time, and it would be hard to not forget anything. Once it’s gone, there’d be nothing left. But it’s 



different if you turn your house into a love museum. Your house has always been very old and beautiful. 

Many people would want to take a look. Your wife’s reputation is very influential, and with good 

marketing, your house will soon become a famous historical site for those seeking true love!” 
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“The more valuable it is, the more others will also value it. Then, it will be preserved forever. In time, the 

love between you and your wife will last for a hundred years. Hundreds of years from now, people will 

still be talking about your and your wife’s love! 

“Transform it into a love museum, and your home will still be yours. This way, not only will your 

memories with your wife be protected, but they will also be made even more beautiful! 

“Don’t you think Yun Cheng is already different from ten-odd years ago? It’s only been a decade and it 

has become like this. It’s really hard to say what more will change in the future, especially when you are 

no longer around. Your child had already agreed to sell the land now, let alone in the future… 

“Also, the more prosperous this street becomes, the more famous it will be. The more popular the 

temple is, the more tourists it will attract and the more prosperous it will become. I feel that people 

should have faith and positive belief. Life is short and fleeting. It would be great if we could all have 

three lifetimes of love!” 

People were greedy, especially for the sake of those whom they loved deeply. Who wouldn’t want to 

live with the person they loved for the rest of their lives? After this lifetime, they would want to have 

another lifetime. 

When he heard that, Dong Xuezhen’s eyes lit up. 

That’s right! A person’s life was too short. It would be great if they could have three lifetimes of love! He 

really missed his wife. He really wanted to have a chance to meet her again! 

“Uncle Dong, by selling the land, it means that you’ll have created the prosperity of this place and made 

the old temple more prosperous. This is a great act of kindness. I believe that good deeds will eventually 

be rewarded!” 

Dong Xuezhen was completely moved by her words! Having enough money and a life of luxury, who 

wouldn’t want to continue living? He especially wanted it for his wife—he wanted her living a life of 

luxury for hundreds of lifetimes! And for them to have that beautiful three lifetimes of romance! 

He knew that no such things could come true in this world, but just like what she had said, people 

should still have their faith and positive beliefs. They must allow themselves to live a better life by 

relying on these beautiful beliefs. Besides, what if there really were such things in this world? 

After all, there were many things even in today’s society that science could not explain. What if he were 

to make the incense offerings in the old temple even more popular and make God willing to give him 

and his wife a few more lifetimes of love? 

Even if this possibility was only one in a million, he was willing to give the land up for it. 

After making a decision, he looked at Mu Huan and said, “How about this? If you spare the time to give 

me a detailed plan, I’ll give you the rest of the land except for my family’s courtyard house!” 



Mu Huan’s eyes widened. It was already good enough if she could convince him to sell the land. He was 

actually going to give the land to her! 

His house and surrounding courtyard did not take up much land, but the remaining spaces were of high 

value! 

He wanted to give it to her! 

This… 

Is this how rich people are?! 

Not only was Mu Huan surprised, but everyone in the room was also shocked. It had to be known that 

the land was so big that it was over a hundred acres! 

And he wanted to just give it to Mu Huan! 

Mu Huan snapped back to her senses. “This… This won’t do… How can I accept this?! That place is so 

expensive! 

“You don’t have to! You really don’t have to give it to me! Just sell it to my husband! You really don’t 

have to give it away!” 

“You saved my family’s life, so those things are nothing,” Elder Dong said with a smile. 

The dead were important, but the living were more important. His granddaughter was a priceless 

treasure. Nothing could compare to her! 

“Uncle Dong, I really did nothing much. You…” Mu Huan wanted to say something else. 
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Dong Xuezhen cut her off and said, “I’ve never liked owing others favors. My gratitude to you for saving 

my life’s treasure is too much. It’s not good if it makes me unable to eat and sleep well on my back. 

“That is to say, I’m not giving this land to you for free. I’m repaying you for saving my treasure. If you 

accept it, we’ll be even. If you don’t accept it, then I’ll assume you think it’s not enough.” 

Mu Huan: “…!!!” 

Even if she did save what amounted to his own life, she couldn’t possibly receive such an expensive 

thing! A few days ago, when she was watching the primetime news, she saw a piece of 99 acres worth of 

land being sold for 360 million. With his 100 acres, even if he were to get rid of his house’s plot, he 

would still have 100 acres left! 

The location of his home was even better than that piece of land in the auction, so it would cost more 

than 400 million. 

How could she accept it?! 

But since he had even said such things, she could not say anything. Hence, she looked at Bo Junyan 

pleadingly. 



Bo Junyan noticed the look in her eyes and said, “Uncle Dong, I’ll consider this land your investment as a 

shareholder.” 

“That’s right, Elder Dong. This is to be your share, alright?!” Meng Yueman added upon snapping back to 

her senses. 

She did not expect that not only was Mu Huan not blackmailing him, but she also somehow got him to 

give her the land for free! However, they could not take this land for nothing. 

“If this is considered a share, then it’s not that I’m repaying my gratitude but that I’m snatching your 

interests! Junyan has such good taste. This piece of land he’s developing will definitely make a huge 

profit in the future! Your Bo family can have it for yourself. I can’t share it with you.” If he couldn’t repay 

her for saving his granddaughter, he could still enable her to earn money. 

He did not wait for Bo Junyan and the rest to speak. 

He quickly added, “How about this? If the details of the proposal can satisfy me, I’ll sell the land to you 

at half the market price. This way, we’ll be done with our kindness! With this condition, we can’t go back 

on our word!” 

Dong Xuezhen’s face was full of resoluteness. He could only accept such conditions. 

Bo Junyan did not try to persuade him further. “Alright.” 

In the future, if there were any projects that could earn money, the two families could work together, 

and everything would be possible. 

Seeing that Bo Junyan had agreed, Mu Huan felt that he had his own considerations and did not say 

anything else. 

She also thought that while 200 million might be a lot to her, to big shots like them, 200 million was just 

a small sum. It was just like when a certain big boss had referred to earning 100 million as a “small” 

goal… 

“Alright, then, it’s settled!” Dong Xuezhen said happily. 

“Yes,” Bo Junyan said lightly. 

After settling the matter, Dong Xuezhen did not intend to leave. Instead, he looked at Mu Huan and 

could not help praising her, “Junyan, not only do you have good taste in business, but you also have 

good taste in picking wives!” 

The corners of Bo Junyan’s lips curved up slightly. It was rare for him to show such a smile in front of 

outsiders. “Yes.” 

He had good taste in picking his wife! His little one was always able to surprise him. 

“The matter of her saving someone today was an accident. Xiao Huan probably didn’t know who I was 

before she met me, right?” asked Dong Xuezhen. 

“Yes.” 



“Then what she’d presented earlier must be what she came up with at the last minute when you asked 

her to come out, right?” It was no wonder that Bo Junyan had spent so much time calling out to 

someone. It turned out that he was preparing these things. 

“Yes.” 

“That’s too awesome! To think that someone who could come up with such a method to convince me to 

sell the land in such a short time would want to give it to you!” Dong Xuezhen knew that the Bo family 

had already invested a lot in this project. If he did not sell the land, the Bo family would lose hundreds of 

millions of yuan. 

 


